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Christ did not bring his personal philosophy; he spoke in the name of God, and that is why it is said
that he was the Living Word. For these times as the Age of Aquarius is beginning, Dr. Serge Raynaud
de la Ferrière has come, he is the one who brings the message of the New Age. In 1948, when people
expected the atomic war, He brought a Message of hope, He said that we were going towards an Era of
Peace, an era of science, of well-being for all, and thus, He presents himself as the Ambassador of
Heaven, because at that time no one else was announcing a bright future, everyone expected the atomic
war, etc., the end of the world, the apocalypse ... and he was the only one who cleared the darkness and
said no, what is coming is the Age by Aquarius. Now, everywhere they talk about the New Age; but
He was the one who opened the doors of this New Age. He opened the doors, and not in the sense of
writing books and lecturing, but He opened the doors between heaven and earth; He offered a special
ceremony in the spring of 1948, on March 21, to open a door in the ozone layer, which is what protects
the earth from certain radiation. He opened the doors because they were sealed and, as the Apocalypse
says, He broke the seal first and then the energy of Aquarius entered, the energy of the Water Bearer, a
torrent of energy entered that began to transform the consciousness of humanity, it began to spread the
wisdom that was hidden and kept, and the first disciples were formed, and now we continue in that
work.



Therefore, the Initiatic College is for all those who are willing to participate in this Spiritual Dinner, in
this teaching to redeem beings, remove them from their prostration, from disorders ... and lead them to
a true life, that they are an example for others in the world in which they live, that they radiate light as
did the first Christians, the first Buddhists ... and that greatly encourages the lives and hearts of the
people, who respond when they see people arriving who have not been making promises that they
never fulfill, or wanting to convince them, convert them, but come generously to teach the hearts of the
people. They open once again, because the stone was sealed; The people were without hope, lost, and
suddenly, the stone cracks and a little spring gushes out, and they see that there is hope for all people,
not only for the powerful ones that have existed in all times.

The Path of Light is called the Initiatic Path. Initiating a new life, level by levels, step by step. At the
first level, the initiate no longer smokes, he already respects his body, and he does not give in to vices.
At the second level, he already gets along well with others, he does not argue, he does not fight, he
does not turn love into tragedy, or the home into a boxing ring. In the third level ... and so it goes ...
because the Initiatic Path is like climbing a pyramid, from step by step; It is for all who want to do it,
because the Divine Spark is in every human being; No matter how sunken he is, every human being, is
the image and likeness of God. At first he is nothing more than an image: he has a nose, he has arms,
and he has no resemblance to God; he is more like the devil, with shamelessness, with crime; but
already, having the image, which is the external part, the human appearance, already with that there is
hope of being saved; Through this image, the heart, soul, and spirit are reached, and the Divine
likeness appears. So instead of putting criminals in jail, they have to be reeducated. Humanity is
already understanding that, what criminals need is more schools and less prisons; so there they are
given classes, there are psychologists, they are helped, and it is because they have come to see the
cause.



Having bad thoughts is not the cause of someone becoming a criminal, but because they were
abandoned as a child, and society has not taken into account that child who was asking for food in the
streets as everyone turned their heads the other way, and that's how they grew up with hatred for
society, because they felt a lack of love, they felt discrimination, and contempt. So, if we are going to
take the culprit of the delinquent to jail, then it would be necessary to take their parents, their
educators, the rulers, half the world, and since that is impossible, all that remains is to apologize to the
offender, and asking for forgiveness is giving him an opportunity to change; giving him a place in
society and not plunging him further into jail. So, the Christ’s teaching of two thousand years ago is
finally gaining strength in humanity, that we must forgive and ask for forgiveness awakening; things
that are spoken in prayer, but in practice not applied; it always ends in war, crime, violence.

(To be continued)


